Users have come to rely on browser extensions to realize features that are not implemented by browser vendors. Extensions offer users the ability to, among others, block ads, de-clutter websites, enrich pages with third-party content, and take screenshots. At the same time, because of their privileged position inside a user's browser, extensions have access to content and functionality that is not available to webpages, such as, the ability to conduct and read crossorigin requests, as well as get access to a browser's history and cookie jar.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a significant amount of research that aims to investigate the web tracking practices of websites and offer technical countermeasures that users can utilize. Researchers have shown that, among others, websites use third-party cookies, Flash LSOs, and the browser . cache, to hide identifiers which can be used to track users across websites [19, 20, 26, 27] . To withstand cookie deletion, websites have also been found to engage in browser fingerprinting where natural variations in a user's browsing environment are converted to near-unique user identifiers [7, 8, 14, 23] .
A critical aspect of the modern browsing environment that has, so far, escaped the attention of researchers is that of browser extensions. Modern browser extensions are written using HTML, JavaScript, and CSS, and are therefore as capable of tracking users as websites. Moreover, browser extensions enjoy access to APIs that are out of reach of regular websites (such as those allowing them to perform cross-origin requests) which can make user tracking easier and more intrusive. Despite the great potential of abuse, the privacy practices of browser extensions have not been investigated systematically, with the only research that exists being that of blog posts discussing the issue and manually analyzing a handful of browser extensions [5, 6, 30] .
To help better understand the phenomenon of tracking through browser extensions, in this paper, we present the first large-scale study of the privacy diffusion enabled by browser extensions. We utilize the phrase "privacy diffusion", coined by Krishnamurthy and Wills in the context of regular browsing [19] , to capture the phenomenon of an everincreasing number of third-parties becoming privy to a user's browsing habits. Namely, we develop a dynamic-analysis framework which we use to automatically analyze the 10,000 most popular Google Chrome extensions, in search of information leakage, such as, extensions that leak a user's browsing history and search queries, to one or more third parties. Through this process we discover that 6.3% of the evaluated extensions perform some kind of leakage, with the majority of these cases being accidental, i.e., leakage enabled by the way that extensions introduce content in a visited website.
In terms of intentional leakage, we identify hundreds of extensions that share a user's browsing history with third parties, in the context of offering that user a service, such as, sending the currently-visited URL to third-party servers in order to locate shopping coupons or assess its web ranking and safety. While we manually analyze some of these extensions and report our findings, this observation is overall troubling since it complicates the assessment of an extension as suspicious or not. This is because such an assessment would require automated system to determine whether a leakage is because of an extension's stated goals, or is extraneous.
Motivated by this finding, we design and develop BrowsingFog, a countermeasure that allows users to protect their privacy, while assuming the presence of one or more browsingdata-leaking extensions. BrowsingFog is a browser extension that constantly evaluates a user's browsing habits and simulates visits to webpages of other random website categories, hiding a user's real interests in a "fog" of irrelevant information.
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
To quantify the tracking practices of browser extensions, we focus on Google Chrome and we analyze the 10,000 most popular extensions available in the Chrome Store. Note that, while Google Chrome was chosen due to its market share, our system does not make use of any Chrome-specific functionality hence it could be straightforwardly ported to analyze the privacy leakage perpetrated in other extendable browsers.
Detecting privacy leakage by browser extensions is akin to detecting malware, a known hard problem. Since browser extensions are written in JavaScript, extension developers can use heavy obfuscation and dynamic code evaluation to evade any checks done through static analysis. For our approach, we opted for dynamic analysis where an extension is automatically installed in a monitored browser environment where the system provides stimuli and observes the outgoing network requests in search of leaked private information. While this approach bypasses all the known issues of static code analysis, our method, as most dynamic analysis methods, may be prone to false negatives due to reduced code coverage and the potential use of custom encryption methods that will stop our network monitor from matching the outgoing requests to known private information. For the former issue (that of code coverage) we argue that if extension developers seek to opportunistically track a user's online behavior, this tracking should be straightforwardly triggered by the user merely browsing on the web. For the latter issue (that of custom encryption and obfuscation), there exist many prior papers on detecting the leakage of PersonallyIdentifiable Information which share the same limitations with our work, and yet have provided significant utility to their users [24, 25, 28] . Figure 1 shows our developed system for installing and analyzing browser extensions. The core automation is implemented using Selenium's ChromeDriver [2] . Each extension is automatically installed in an instance of the Google Chrome browser before the browser is automatically navigated to hundreds of webpages and made to interact with them. All traffic originating from the monitored browser is channeled through an instance of mitmproxy [3] which captures packet traces on all ports greater than 22, so as to capture standard HTTP/HTTPS requests as well as outgoing traffic using non-standards ports, e.g., enabled by extensions with proxying capabilities.
While it is certainly possible to navigate to popular sites with and without an extension and compare the outgoing requests (in search of new requests carrying private information), this approach brings a whole host of problems related to the dynamic nature of the web. Due to third-party advertisements, featured content, and client-side widget integration, the same URL can be visited multiple times only seconds apart, and yet result in significantly different outgoing requests. In these cases, the attribution of a request to the evaluated extension or the website itself becomes challenging, and heuristic-based methods are bound to be sus- ceptible to false positives and false negatives. In our work, we circumvent this problem by never really visiting remote websites, but only pretending to visit them by resolving them on our local machine and serving a mock page with known, static content. As before, we expect leaking browser extensions to opportunistically send a user's web traffic to third-party servers and hence we see no reason why an extension would try to evaluate whether a website is "real", before leaking its URL to the outside world.
In the following sections we explain in more detail:
(1) what private information we consider to be sensitive; (2) how we define a privacy leakage and third-parties; (3) how we inspect the captured traffic to detect leakage of private information to a third-party.
Types of private information
In the current study we measure extension-based leakage of the following types of private information:
• History leakage (HL): We detect History Leakage by visiting several hundreds of the web's most popular URLs. Specifically, we focused on the top 50 Alexa domains, where for each domain we retrieved up to 20 popular URLs and subdomains using suggestions from the Bing search engine. In total, each extension is exposed to 780 URLs, which resolve to 308 different subdomains. The resulting number of requests allows us to detect the accidental leakage of browsing history via the HTTP Referer header (e.g. when an extension embeds a remote object on every visited webpage), as well as trigger the intentional tracking behavior of extensions, regardless of method of history exfiltration (e.g. leaking each individual request, or leaking URLs in batches). For the latter type of history leakage, we detect both the leakage of the entire visited URL as well as the main domain of each visited website.
• Search query leakage (SL): We detect Search-Query leakage by automating Google searches and looking for the presence of our queries in outgoing traffic towards unrelated third parties. We chose to decouple searchquery leakage from generic history leakage since it is entirely possible that a third-party tracker is only interested in the search queries of users and keeps a low tracking footprint by avoiding the leakage of entire domains and URLs.
• Form data leakage (FL): By submitting a mock HTML form with specific values on several URLs, and later searching for these values being transmitted to a third party in the captured traffic, we can detect the leakage of data that a user explicitly types in HTML forms. To identify leaks even when the information is slightly obfuscated, we utilize a method that we developed in past work [28] , where we submit a form three times, two with the same and one with a changed input, and search for the same behavior in obfuscated payloads of outgoing requests.
• Information about other extensions (EL): Since a browser extension can list other extensions installed in the user's browser, we also created scenarios to account for "extension-information leakage". Namely, by installing the under-test extension simultaneously with other extensions (e.g., a sensitive one like Mailvelope for encrypted communication via email), we can later search for the presence of extension identifiers in outgoing traffic.
Defining privacy leakage
We define privacy leakage to be an event where any of the aforementioned private data (e.g., browsing or search history, information submitted through HTML forms, and lists of installed extensions) is transmitted to a third-party server. If a leakage happens because of a specific browser extension, we say that this extension enables privacy diffusion of a user's sensitive information.
In this paper, we consider as a third-party any domain that does not share the TLD+1 part with the first-party visited domain (or any distinct IP address). Hence, if the first-party website is www.example.com, a request towards log.tracker.com is a third-party request, but a request towards members.example.com is not. In practice, this definition may capture benign cases, such as, private domains used by a browser extension for their own backend APIs, as well as true tracking cases, such as, third parties who have no relationship with a given extension. For the former case, an extension that requires the capturing of private information to achieve its stated goals must provide a proper privacy policy which described what data is gathered, and how that data is handled and warehoused. For the latter case, the exfiltrated data was never necessary for the correct operation of the extension, hence each such request further diffuses a user's online privacy.
For the rest of this paper, we try to distinguish between accidental and intentional privacy leakage, and report our findings accordingly. For example, leakage that happens via the HTTP Referer header is, in most cases, accidental and stems from the way third-party content is introduced in web pages. Contrastingly, a highly obfuscated POST request from an extension's background page can be classified as "intentional", since this request cannot have reasonably occurred by accident. It is worth mentioning that with the term "intentional" we do not mean "malicious" or "intrusive." We merely mean that an extension, whether through its own code or through that of embedded SDKs, explicitly sends a user's private information to a third party. Whether that request is malicious or intrusive, largely depends upon an extension's stated goals. // fairsharelabs . com btoa ( pako . deflate ( root . dca_compressor . utf16to8 ( JSON . stringify ( requests ) ) , { to : " string " }) ) ; // prestadb . net utf8Str = ANALYTICS . utils . utf16to8 ( JSON . stringify ( batchPool ) ) ; uint8Array = compressor . deflate ( utf8Str ) ; encodedData = utils . encode ( bin2String ( uint8Array ) ) ; ANALYTICS . xhr . sendPost ( dataUrl , {} , encodedData ) ; Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the traffic analysis to detect obfuscated information leakage for extension in extensions do for request in getTrafficDump(extension) do if isThirdParty(request) then From query string, body, headers and cookies
From URL encoding, JSON, base64, deflate, or key=value&key=value... newV alues ← tryDecode(value) if newValues then enqueue(queue, newV alues) continue
Traffic analysis
As mentioned in Section 2.1, our framework installs an extension, provides opportunities for privacy leakage, and then analyzes the captured outgoing traffic for instances of that leakage. In the case of plain-text leakage, such as, accidental leakage through the HTTP Referer header, discovering that leakage is a straightforward string search of known private information in outgoing requests, either in their original or URL-encoded form. Note that leakage done over HTTPS is captured by this method since our framework uses a mitmproxy-provided certificate which allows requests and responses to be decrypted before stored.
At the same time, extensions that are involved in intentional tracking are free to use various types of obfuscations especially when they seek to avoid detection. According to prior reports on the ability of extensions to track users [5, 6, 30] as well as our manual analysis of known tracking extensions, the most popular encoding/obfuscating techniques used by the current generation of tracking extensions are the following: URL encoding, base64, repeated base64, gzip/deflate, and JSON-packing. Examples of such obfuscation are shown in Listing 1. If an extension does not leak information in plain text and does not utilize one or combination of the aforementioned obfuscation schemes, our current methodology will unfortunately not be able to detect the exfiltration of private information.
Algorithm 1 illustrates our method for identifying userdata-leaking requests using different combinations of known encodings. We extract individual parameters from thirdparty requests and iteratively attempt to de-obfuscate them separately. A challenge that we need to overcome is that it is not always possible to automatically distinguish whether a string was successfully and meaningfully decoded or not (e.g. in case of base64), and thus we have to keep performing deobfuscation attempts, either until the parameters degenerate to very short strings, or until we reach a predefined threshold. From our pilot tests and analysis of random extension samples, we discovered that a limit of 1,000 iterations is sufficient to uncover leakage while bounding the time spent on the analysis of each individual extension. Even though an attacker can clearly utilize more than 1,000 layers of obfuscation to evade our current architecture, our framework can be straightforwardly extended to count the JavaScriptlevel calls to obfuscation-related APIs that each extension makes (e.g. through wrapping these APIs or modifying the underlying browser code). Extensions that make heavy use of these APIs can by flagged during dynamic analysis and further investigated.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
In this section, we first report the statistics of the detected cases of browser extensions leaking private information to third parties, and then describe the different types of accidental and intentional leakage that we discovered and the third parties contacted.
From the top 10K extensions, our framework was able to successfully download and install 9,839 extensions. 38% of these extensions make new requests towards third parties and, on average, each extension contacts six different thirdparty hosts. Overall, the installed extensions contacted a total of 3,526 unique third-party domains (TLD + 1) with the most popular third-party domains shown in Table 1 .
One can see that many browser extensions use popular tracking solutions like google-analytics.com, issue requests to social APIs like facebook.com and twitter.com, and call their own APIs hosted on amazonaws.com and those protected by cloudflare.com. Listing 2 shows a benign example where an extension is using Google Analytics to track its usage, i.e., track the installation and update events. We argue that while this extension causes new third-party re- quests, these requests do not leak any private information towards google-analytics.com and therefore do not cause unwanted privacy diffusion.
Once we move past the most popular third-party domains, it is hard to reason, at a domain level, whether a thirdparty was legitimately contacted by an extension or it was contacted solely for the purpose of exfiltrating user data. The fact that 66% of the 3,526 unique third-parties were only contacted by a single extension further complicates the request-attribution process. Moreover, according to WebOf-Trust statistics, only nine of the contacted third parties are blacklisted and 61 have a very low trust score. For this reason, in the rest of this section, we focus on domains and extensions where our monitoring tool was able to detect explicit information leakage.
Detected leakage
Overall, our system allowed us to locate 618 extensions (6.3%) that introduce privacy leaks of browsing and search history, whether accidentally (245), intentionally (188), or both (185). In addition to these 618 extensions, we found 33 extensions leaking information about other installed extensions, and 4 leaking data entered in web forms. Note that, when compared to other types of unwanted extension behavior, privacy-leaking extensions appear to be a much more widespread phenomenon. Specifically, Kapravelos et al. analyzed 48K extensions and found only 130 (0.27%) malicious extensions [18] , while Xing et al. analyzed 18K extensions and discovered 348 (1.9%) extensions related to advertising fraud [31] . Even though one could argue that many extensions need to "leak" sensitive information as part of their stated goals (e.g. the Web-Of-Trust extension needs to know each webpage that a user visits so-as-to provide a security score for that page), it is worrisome that only 10% of these 618 extensions included the phrase "privacy policy" in their Chrome Store descriptions.
The distribution of privacy-leaking browser extensions is not uniform across rankings. Figure 2 illustrates that, in general, more popular extensions tend to leak more often than less popular ones, with the largest fraction of leaking extensions concentrated in the top 1,000-3,000 range. Moreover, for the top 3K extensions, we can see that accidental leakage happens significantly more than intentional leakage. One reasonable explanation is that these popular extensions attempt to provide more utility to their users and end-up including many more third-party libraries in a way that causes accidental leakage, e.g., through the Referer header of thirdparty HTTP requests. We provide more insights into this accidental leakage, later in this section.
By comparing the percentage of leakage across extension categories, it becomes clear that certain types of extensions are more prone to accidental and intentional leakage. As Table 2 illustrates, the "shopping" category of extensions has the largest percentage of accidental and intentional leak- age. Extensions belonging to this category usually intentionally request different third-party APIs that reveal a user's browsing history (e.g., to get relevant offers for the currently viewed product, or search for similar items in other stores). Furthermore, any useful information found is usually presented by injecting highly noticeable widgets in the main page's DOM, which can cause further third-party requests for images, JavaScript and CSS, leading to accidental leakage via the Referer header. Next, we see that social extensions tend to leak private information accidentally, which again can happen because of injected widgets, panels, and styles.
Accidental leakage via the HTTP Referer header
Our extension-analysis framework flagged 430 extensions as ones leak browsing history to, on average, two third-party domains per leaking extension. These extensions include the ones that solely leak information via the Referer header, as well as those that leak information via the Referer header as well as through other intentional methods. Table 3 shows the 20 domains that receive the most accidentally leaked private information, both in terms of history leakage (HL) as well as search-query leakage (SL). By manually analyzing these extensions we witnessed that, in most cases, the accidental leakage happens because of additional elements (e.g., images, JavaScript, CSS, custom DOM items) being injected in the visited webpages via an extension's content scripts. These injected resources, upon loading, leak the browsing history to third parties via the HTTP Referer header. Even though these extensions leak a user's history in a piecemeal fashion (URL after URL), the third-parties receiving these requests can accurately reconstruct a user's entire browsing history and use it to infer sensitive information about a user. An unexpected discovery was that a number of extensions introduce custom toolbars to the visited webpages (examples shown in Figure 3) . It is worth noting that, Google Chrome, was one of the first browsers that consciously moved away from allowing extensions to create toolbars in the browser's UI. Therefore, the extensions that still want to show users a toolbar, now need to construct that toolbar out of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript and inject it in every page that a user visits. Every time that these toolbars are injected, they trigger third-party requests, leaking each and every URL to the third-parties providing resources associated with the creation of each toolbar. Table 4 shows the most popular privacy leaking extensions. There we see many popular shopping extensions (including the security-oriented Avast SafePrice) and extensions for social platforms and news-curating websites. Many of these extensions have millions of users who are likely not aware that one or more third parties get to reconstruct their entire browsing history because of a specific extension that they downloaded.
At the same time, among the 430 extensions we also found several suspicious cases. For instance, the Ask Wiki extension, which had almost 1,000 users, sent all visits to the suspicious analyticssgoogle.com domain via the Referer header (likely trying to pose as google-analytics.com). Similarly, we discovered two extensions that were outliers in terms of their leakage (leaking to more than 20 third parties) named "YouTube TM WindowChrome Extensions Archive" and "Facebook Room". All three extensions disappeared from the extension store, approximately one month after we first downloaded them.
Intentional non-Referer-related leakage Analyzing the top 10K browser extensions, our framework discovered 373 extensions that perform intentional privacy leakage of browsing history and search queries, leaking to an average of 1.5 third parties per extension. By intentional leakage we mean that private information is sent to third parties in GET or POST parameters, body, cookies or other custom headers, excluding the HTTP Referer header. As we mentioned earlier, intentional leakage does not necessarily mean leakage with malicious/suspicious intents. It merely means that an extension developer consciously sends a user's visited URLs to one or more third-parties in a way that could not have happened by accident (such as the case of leakage via the Referer header). Table 5 shows the most popular third-party domains that receive the leaked information. One of the first things that one will notice is that some extensions indeed use Google Analytics for intentional tracking, e.g., the "Flatbook" extension for Facebook (with almost 700K active users) in- From our analysis of the extensions marked as intentionally leaking, we argue that while there is indeed some activity associated with shady trackers that inject similar tracking code across multiple seemingly unrelated extensions (as first observed by the authors of the blog posts that inspired this work [5, 30] ), most extensions appear to be leaking to different domains that we cannot reasonably cluster together. We base this claim on the following findings: i) 93.3% of the extensions that intentionally leak a user's private details do not utilize complicated obfuscation techniques sending the data either in the clear, or using simple URL encoding and ii) the information-receiving third-party domains resolve to 353 distinct IP addresses which, when grouped based on domain-name and IP-address similarity, result in 205 unique clusters.
Nevertheless, we investigate the most likely cases of intrusive trackers. Out of the clustered third parties, only 77 receive private data from two or more distinct extensions and therefore are likely to belong to shared libraries or services. They affect 250 extensions overall, out of which more than 20% send the data solely to Google Analytics. In Figure 4 we abstract away from specific examples of these third parties and show the relationship between the number of third-party requests and their size, for each analyzed extension. Third-party requests within each extension-testing session are aggregated by the subdomain and path, in order to understand activity of different third-party APIs. There, we see that domains which we identified as tracking tend to cluster together. This could help analysts identify other tracking extensions which, because of higher-levels of obfuscation, our monitoring framework was not able to flag them as information-leaking ones.
In terms of suspicious activity, we were able to group 30 seemingly unrelated domain names as those belonging to a single entity with names, such as, the following: imp. searchpat.com, imp.searchffr.com, imp.searchflm.com, imp.myemailxp.com and imp.myradioxp.com. Among the extensions that intentionally leaked information about other browser extensions to these domains, was an extension titled "LoginFaster" that has already disappeared from the store previously having 446K active users. Other suspicious leaking extensions are: My Email XP (360K users), My Maps XP (76K), The Package Tracker (56K) and Find Free Recipes (47K) with privacy policies hosted on searchpat. com and searchffr.com correspondingly. We discovered that those extensions share the same code template to send impressions about the usage of their extensions, but they also capture such events like "enabled" or "uninstall" for all installed extensions. Finally, our framework flagged four extensions as collecting information from HTML forms and leaking them to third-parties.
Leakage over time
In this section we analyze the longitudinal trend on the fraction of privacy leaking extensions in order to understand whether the privacy diffusion that we measured just happened to occur in our snapshot of collected extensions or whether it is a stable property of the browser extension ecosystem. To that extent, we collect a second set of top 10K browser extensions (Enew) four months after our first one (E old ), use our framework to uncover accidental and intentional leakage, and compare the results.
By comparing the two sets of extensions, we find that more than 13% of extension were substituted (E old ∩Enew ≈ 87%) (some previously popular extensions are no longer part of the top 10K) and another 22% updated their versions. Table 6 presents the number of detected privacy-leaking extensions for both samples. We see that the number of extensions leaking private information via HTTP Referer remains stable, with 430 versus 431 extensions detected in the historyleakage and search-query leakage categories. This finding reveals that accidental leakage happens because of popular functional requirements, e.g., the need to embed a remote JavaScript library, which are likely to remain stable. Contrastingly, the number of intentionally-leaking extensions decreased by 6.5% for history leakage and search-engine leakage, with only 63% of the extensions that were intentionally leaking in E old , still leaking in Enew. At the same time, for the extensions that did continue leaking, we observed a "rotation" in terms of the third-party hosts that were on the receiving side of intentional leakage where we recorded traffic going towards new 74 third parties which we had not observed when analyzing E old .
Overall, through our longitudinal study we find that, while accidental leakage is a stable property of the current extension ecosystem, intentional leakage and suspicious leakage tends to vary. There may be many reasons for this observed variance but one reasonable explanation is that when an extension receives significant negative publicity (such as the ones discussed in the aforementioned blog posts [5, 30] ) they are either removed from the market, or they remove the intrusive tracking functionality. Presumably, the companies that benefit from this information leakage can always find new extension developers that would be willing to incorporate their code for monetary benefits [16] or transfer ownership of their extensions to them [22] .
DISCUSSION
One could argue that, once an extension is discovered to be involved in accidental or intentional leakage, users should stop utilizing that extension and, for the more severe cases, the extension should be removed from the extension store. Note, however, that even using automated privacy-leakagediscovery systems such as the one designed and evaluated in this paper, extensions can amass tens of thousands of downloads before they are detected and removed. As such, we reason that, in addition to reactionary countermeasures, we must provide users with tools to protect themselves for the remaining window of time. In this section, we briefly describe possible solutions on how to protect a user's privacy, for the cases where extension developers are willing to collaborate in reducing accidental leakage, as well as for non-cooperative, intentional-leakage scenarios.
Combating accidental leakage
The main culprit for accidental privacy leakage is the HTTP Referer header that is included with every third-party request that an extension requires. In general, extension developers may protect their users by overwriting such calls and requesting internal pages of extensions instead, which implement the actual HTTP requests to third parties. Similarly, a Referer-hiding "proxy" could also be implemented by using Chrome's messaging APIs, redirecting calls to the background page. In this case, requests towards the outside world would just reveal the extension's identifier through the HTTP Origin header. To facilitate such privacy-preserving architectures, the browser may implement specific APIs for HTTP requests, either for proxying or merely hiding the Referer header of extension-related requests. Similarly, browser developers could investigate architectures that allow extensions to create toolbars in a way that does not clutter the browser's UI, but also keeps these toolbars outside of a page's DOM.
Combating intentional leakage
Assuming that an intrusive extension is not willing to collaborate to reduce privacy diffusion and users cannot tell, a priori, whether an extension is intrusive or not, one could reduce the value of the extracted data by making it less accurate. By "poisoning" the collected truth about a user, the value of the collected data is reduced and could therefore force the extension developers to monetize their software in different ways. In our case, one can poison the collected truth by automatically visiting websites that are unrelated to a user's true interests so that a history-stealing third party cannot differentiate real from simulated interests.
To that extent, we developed BrowsingFog, a Chrome extension which deceives third-party trackers with decoy history of opened tabs and websites. BrowsingFog follows the principles set by other protection-through-deception tools, such as, TrackMeNot [4] (for decoy search queries) or AdNauseam [1] (for decoy clicks on advertisements). BrowsingFog generates visits to 15 categories of websites according to Alexa, attempting to hide the real interests of a user in a "fog" of irrelevant pages. BrowsingFog, in its default setting, opens a new tab every minute, amounting to four page visits per Alexa category during one hour. Naturally, these settings can be adjusted by a user to approximately match the amount of traffic that the user organically produces per hour. Since a tracking extension may capture repeated visits to the same websites, BrowsingFog continuously visits a randomly chosen website for each Alexa category while skipping categories that the user actually visits on a daily basis (e.g., email, social and, sports news).
Our extension opens a "pinned" tab which allows it to reduce its footprint in the browser's UI and allow users to continue browsing as per usual. Our performance evaluation shows that, on average, BrowsingFog requires 50 Mb of RAM to keep the background page, and one Chrome tab with random websites uses approximately 100 Mb at any given point in time.
Currently, BrowsingFog is a prototype and only protects from the leakage of browsing history. One could, however, straightforwardly add more features to BrowsingFog, such as, fuzzing of social network pages, search queries, and the usage of specific and evolving browsing profiles, e.g., simulating a price-sensitive user versus one interested in luxury goods. To test the concept of BrowsingFog, we resolved a domain associated with an intentionally-leaking extension to our server, and installed that extension in a browser running BrowsingFog. The video recording of BrowsingFog's functionality is available on the following link (password: WWW2017): https://vimeo.com/188468225
RELATED WORK
Our motivation for this work came from three blog posts of researchers who brought attention to the problem of unwanted tracking via browser extensions and manually analyzed a handful of browser extensions [5, 6, 30] . Interestingly, privacy concerns about the capabilities of browser extensions can be traced back to the year 2000, when Internet Explorer started supporting toolbars and Active-X objects [21] .
Even though a manual, in-depth analysis is crucial for understanding the issue, any manual analysis cannot scale to the size and dynamic nature of modern browser-extension markets. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first study that uses a dynamic-analysis system that can, without human supervision, analyze thousands of extensions and deterministically detect ones leaking private user data. Moreover, because our system searches for the leakage of private information in outgoing traffic, we were able to discover that accidental, Referer-header-related leakage happens significantly more often than the type of shady intentional leakage described in the aforementioned blog posts.
While our work is the first one that investigates the leakage of sensitive user information through browser extensions, browser extensions have attracted a lot of prior work, primarily from a security perspective. In terms of malicious extensions, prior research has proposed systems that can automatically analyze browser extensions and flag those that perform malicious actions, such as, stealing a user's credentials [9, 17, 18] and performing advertisement fraud [29, 31] . In addition to malicious extensions, researchers have also investigated the security architecture and vulnerabilities of browser extensions [13] and proposed countermeasures to reduce the impact of vulnerable browser extensions in a user's browser [10, 11] .
On the privacy front, recent years have attracted a significant amount of research in the privacy practices of websites and the techniques that intrusive websites can utilize to track users with and without stateful identifiers [7, 12, 14, 15, 19, 20, [26] [27] [28] . Understanding the overlap between traditional web-page-originating tracking and tracking enabled by browser extensions, is crucial for enabling researchers to develop countermeasures that can withstand both.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the privacy diffusion enabled by browser extensions. By designing and implementing a framework that can automatically install an extension and simulate user browsing while observing the network, we identified that 6.3% of popular Google Chrome extensions leak privacy-sensitive information to at least one third party. Contrary to the findings of previous work, we observed that most leakage occurs in an accidental fashion where the extension developers do not explicitly desire to leak a user's sensitive information. Even for intentional leakage, we explain why it is not always straightforward to gauge the maliciousness of a leaking extension and proposed BrowsingFog, a browser extension that hides a user's true interests in a fog of irrelevant browsing.
